Abstract

The World Wide Web (WWW) has become the biggest information source for students while solving information problems for school projects. Since anyone can post anything on the WWW, information is often unreliable or incomplete, and it is important to evaluate sources and information before using them. Earlier research has shown that students have difficulties with evaluating sources and information. This study investigates the criteria secondary educational students use while searching the Web for information. 23 students solved two information problems while thinking aloud. After completing the tasks they were interviewed in groups on their use of criteria. Results show that students do not evaluate results, source and information very often. The criteria students mention when asked which criteria are important for evaluating information are not always the same criteria they mention while solving the information problems. They mentioned more criteria but also admitted not always using these criteria while searching the Web.
How students evaluate sources and information when searching the World Wide Web for information.

In the last decade, the Dutch secondary educational system has undergone major changes. Instead of a system aimed at the reproduction of knowledge, the new learning environment aims at learning outcomes that should be durable, flexible, functional, meaningful and applicable. Active pedagogical methods, in which students learn by doing instead of listening, and teachers have a guiding role, fit this new learning (Simons, Van der Linden & Duffy, 2000). The teacher no longer provides students with information by standing in front of the classroom lecturing, but more and more, students actively and independently have to construct knowledge, collect information, judge information and integrate this with prior knowledge. This educational approach requires that students have a different type of skills than in traditional education. One of these skills is problem solving: a complex higher-order cognitive process that requires the modulation and control of more routine or fundamental skills (Goldstein & Levin, 1987). These routine or fundamental skills are clarifying the description of the problem, analyzing causes, identifying alternatives, assessing each alternative, choosing one, implementing it, and evaluating whether the problem was solved or not. Problem solving, a form of active participation in learning, is more satisfying than passive transfer of information from the teacher to the student and leads to enhanced retention and recall (Bransford, Brown, Cocking, 2000). Problem solving skills call upon regulation- and planning skills, also known as metacognitive skills (Perkins & Salomon, 1989; Van Merriënboer, 1997;1999).

A specific type of problem that can be distinguished is an information-based problem. Solving these kinds of problems is called the process of ‘Information Problem Solving’ (IPS). Being able to solve information problems means that students can identify information needs, locate
information sources, extract and organise information from each source, and synthesise information from a variety of sources (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis & Vermetten, 2005; Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990; Moore, 1995). Within this IPS process evaluation of sources and information is an important sub skill, especially since students often search on the Internet for information while accomplishing learning tasks. The Web is easily accessible and students are seduced to cut and paste the information without evaluating it (Grimes & Boening, 2001; Rothenberg, 1998), resulting in reports that lack quality. A lack of evaluation of results, information and sources can affect students’ learning and schoolwork.

The aim of this study is to examine how students in secondary education solve information problems and especially to determine the criteria students use while evaluating search results, sources and information using Internet for finding information while accomplishing an assignment. A description of what an information problem is will be given first.

An information problem arises when a discrepancy occurs between information needed to answer a question and information already known. An example of a simple information problem is: You have to travel from London to Harwich on September 8. You need to arrive at 18.00. At what time does your train leave? This problem can be solved easily by visiting a site of the UK railways. There is probably only one correct answer to this question. The assignment: “Write an essay on the treatment of cancer” is more complex. Solving this problem requires more than visiting only one webpage. There are several forms of cancer for instance and several treatment methods. Hence, more information has to be dealt with in this complex information problem and writing an essay is more difficult than answering one question.

Solving information problems requires several activities and these activities together constitute a process that we refer to as Information Problem Solving (IPS). The process
consists of the constituent skills defining the information problem (i.e. reading the task, activating prior knowledge), searching information (i.e. choose search strategy, specify search terms, evaluate search results), scanning information (i.e. read information global, evaluate source and information, elaborate on content), processing information (i.e. read in depth, evaluate information, store relevant information, elaborate on content) and organising and presenting the information (i.e. structure relevant information, realize the product).

Within the IPS process several problem solving processes can be distinguished. In the second phase, search information, one has to choose a search strategy and specify search terms. Choosing a search strategy and specifying search terms can be seen as problem solving processes on their own. What is the best strategy and best search term for the information problem at hand? With regard to the search strategy one could decide to use a depth first or breadth first strategy. Choosing a search term could be solved with the problem solving strategies brainstorming or trial and error, for instance. Another problem solving process within the IPS process, and the process that will be the focus of this article is evaluating sources and information. In the next section the importance of evaluating will be discussed.

Information problems can be solved with information from various sources. In the last decade, the World Wide Web (WWW) has become one of the largest and best accessible sources of information. And although there are many (more reliable) sources to collect information (e.g. the library or an encyclopaedia) the most probable source a student would use is the WWW (Beljaarts, 2006). Searching the Web for information differs from searching a library database or a table of contents. The web does not have an index, the amount of information is enormous and there are no gatekeepers that filter information. Research has shown that young children, university students and adults encounter difficulties when searching for information on the Web (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005; Duijkers, Gulikers-Djinjens, & Boshuizen, 2001; Hirsch, 1999; Kafai & Bates, 1997;

Evaluating results (which site am I going to open) is mostly done based on titles and summaries provided by the search engine, the number of results and the order of results (Duijkers et al., 2001; Fidel et al., 1999; Hirsch, 1999; Kafai & Bates, 1997; Koot & Hoveijn, 2005; Lyons et al., 1997; Wallace et al., 2000). Students’ prior knowledge influences the criteria used to evaluate results. Students with a lot of prior knowledge evaluate results by title, origin, summary, and identifiers in the URL (.edu or .gov) (Makinster, 2002).

Evaluating and selecting sources and information (which information form which site am I going to use?) is not always done based on clear criteria (e.g., I see this is the official website of the National Health Organisation), but on intuition (e.g., I guess it’s ok) (Koot & Hoveijn, 2005). Young children tend to believe that everything on the Web is true (Hirsch, 1999; Schacter, Chung & Dorr, 1998), especially when they find the same information on more sites (Koot & Hoveijn, 2005). Teenagers use information that can solve their information problem without thinking about the purpose of a site (Fidel et al., 1999). They also find it hard to express how they evaluate and select information (Lorenzen, 2002), and 82% of the students admit that they rarely check information (Beljaarts, 2006).

An explanation for this lack of evaluating could be that students do not have enough metacognitive skills. As said before, problem solving skills call upon metacognitive skills (Perkins & Salomon, 1989; Van Merriënboer, 1997;1999). Research has indeed shown that students rarely use metacognitive strategies in the correct way (Bannert, 2004; Gerjets &
Scheiter, 2003; Rouet & Eme, 2002; Stadtler & Bromme, 2004).

So, it can be concluded that students hardly evaluate results, information and sources.

However, little research has been done on criteria students mention while solving information problems and if these criteria depend on the domain of the problem or if they are general. This study tries to fill this gap.

The research question is as follows:

*How do students solve information problems, and what kind of criteria do students use when evaluating sources and information while searching the WWW for information?*

This general question can be divided into several sub questions:

- How much time do students spend on the constituent skills search, scan, process and organize while searching the World Wide Web and how often do they use these skills?
- How often do students evaluate their search results, sources, and the information on a website?
- Which criteria do students use for evaluating search results, sources, and information on a website?
- Are the criteria general or do they depend on a certain domain?
- Does students’ evaluation behaviour influence task performance?
- Are students aware of the criteria they use or can use?

**Method**

**Participants**

Twenty-three students of two schools for secondary education participated in this study. All students (8 boys and 15 girls; mean age 14.22, SD 0.422) were in the 9th grade of secondary education (Dutch: VWO, 6 year program).
Material

Tasks. Teachers of the two participating schools created twelve information problems (4 physics, 4 geographic and 4 language and culture tasks). The problems consisted of a question, which had to be answered with information found on the Web. To answer this question, students had to choose which information to use and evaluate if the information could help solve the problem. To ensure comparability between problems, teachers received instruction on how to design them. For instance, it should not be a fact-finding question, the keywords leading to usable sites should not be mentioned, and solving the problem should require a search on the Web for preferably 30 minutes or more.

Furthermore, to ensure comparability even more, constructs that define the difficulty levels of prose-task processing- type of information requested, type of match, and plausibility of distracters (Mosenthal, 1998) - were controlled for. Type of information requested refers to the kind of information that readers must identify. Examples are persons, amounts, goals, cause, effect (or outcome, result), evidence, opinion, explanation, equivalence and difference. Tasks that require the identification of cause, effect, equivalence and difference are more difficult to answer. Type of match refers to “the processes used to relate information in a question or directive to corresponding information in a text and to the processes used to select an answer from a range of response options” (Mosenthal, 1998, p.285). Type of match has several levels. The first level (locate tasks) requires students to match one or more features in a question to one or more features in a text. An example of a locate task is “how many Democrats have been president of the United States of America between 1980 and 2007? “ This question gives the student information about the answer that is needed, the number of democratic presidents between 1980 and 2007. With tasks of the fourth level (generate tasks) students are required to make inferences, match given information in a question to corresponding information in a text and identify the correct requested information. Not all
information is in the question. An example of a fourth level task is “Discuss whether the title of the article represents a good summary of the article’s main point”. Students do not know how many points they need to discuss and they have to decided for themselves what the main point of the article is. The tasks used in this study are fourth level tasks: Usable keywords are not mentioned in the tasks and the tasks do not specify the number of responses required. 

*Plausibility of distracters* refers to possible different interpretations or definitions of features from a question or information. An example: when looking for information on the painter Francis Bacon, you come across a very informative website with information about his life and death. After reading it, you discover that this is a site about Francis Bacon, the philosopher. With a high plausibility of distracters a task becomes more difficult to solve. The tasks in this study were tested by using several keywords. With each keyword a number of sites came up that had the keyword either in the title or the summary but did not include usable information.

After the tasks were designed, a panel of four persons tested them. They solved the problems and filled out a questionnaire after each task, concerning time on task, keywords and websites, and difficulty level. Also the construct ‘type of information requested’ defined by Mosenthal (1998) was tested by the panel. Panel member 1 solved tasks 1-7, member 2 solved 1-12, member 3 solved 1-6 and member 4 solved 7-12. Table 1 summarizes the results for difficulty level (5-point likert scale: simple to difficult), type of information and time on task and Table 2 shows the mean difficulty level and SD for all tasks and per domain, and the mean and SD of time on task of all tasks and per domain.

Insert Table1 and 2 about here.

Table 1 shows some small differences between panel members on time on task and difficulty level, but all panel members agree on type of information requested. Difference in time on task can be explained by differences in prior knowledge of panel members. A
univariate analysis of variance on difficulty level and time on task showed no significant differences between the domains. Based on the remarks of the panel, some tasks were adjusted; the task on Britain’s colonial history was removed, because it was found unclear and substituted by a task on MSN and SMS.

Table 3 presents the 12 tasks as used in the study. All tasks were preceded by the following text: “In this task you have to answer a question. You can search for information you need to answer the question on the Internet, and you can copy and paste the information in a word-file. Finally, try to answer the question in a few sentences, using the information you found. You have 30 minutes for this task. Think aloud during your search.”

Insert Table 3 about here.

WWW knowledge Questionnaire. A questionnaire was used to obtain student’s knowledge and conceptions about the WWW. The questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part obtained additional information on name, age, sex, nationality, grades on Dutch, English, French, physics and geography. In the second part students were asked how much time they spent on the WWW per day, what they used the WWW for, and what their three favourite websites are. The third part consisted of 13 7-point Likert-scale items. Six items asked about the importance and usability of the WWW (e.g., I think it is useful to learn how to work with the Internet), $\alpha = .84$. Seven items asked about the expectations about their own knowledge on the WWW (e.g., I am sure I can learn how to work with the Internet), $\alpha = .87$.

Post hoc group interviews. A day after students completed the tasks, they returned in groups of three. In total there were eight focus groups. These interviews were used to obtain student’s knowledge and conceptions on criteria for evaluating sources and information.

Procedure

During the individual sessions participants first filled out the WWW knowledge questionnaire, and then received an instruction on how to think aloud. After this instruction
each participant conducted two tasks. With 23 students and 12 tasks, this means that -accept for the dialect task- all tasks were made four times. The dialect task was solved only twice. After reading the first task, participants had to write down what they already knew about the topic. Then, while thinking aloud, they searched the WWW for a maximum of 30 minutes to solve the problem. Information found could be stored in a Word-file. The second task followed the same procedure. The images of the computer screen and the audio were recorded on videotape. Extra audio files were created with a laptop and the program Audacity. After finishing the second task, participants were asked to verbalize their search procedure. (E.g. “Could you tell me how you searched to solve this last task?” “Which things did you pay attention to while searching?”). Participants returned in focus groups the next day for approximately one hour. In every group three tasks were discussed (one geography, one physics, one language and culture). This means that two students per group made each task. They received a booklet with screen shots of websites they had opened and had or had not used for their answer. They were asked to write down why they had or had not used the sites. This was followed by a group discussion. First, students were asked what they had written down and what they paid attention to while searching for information. This was done per task. Then a general discussion followed, where students were asked to come up with criteria they found important while searching. If students could not think of more criteria they were given a few criteria and asked whether they thought they could be important. They were also asked if they had paid attention to these criteria while searching the day before or if they ever paid attention to these criteria. Finally, students were asked if the criteria were the same for the courses language and culture, geography and physics. These sessions were also recorded.

Data analysis

All think-aloud protocols were transcribed verbatim. Then, all utterances and actions were coded. The coding scheme to analyse the thinking aloud protocols was developed in
earlier studies (Brand-Gruwel et al., 2005; Wopereis & Brand-Gruwel, 2005). An inductive-
deductive method was used to develop this system. This means that the coding system has an
empirical and theoretical grounding; it has been tested and re-adjusted in a few iterations. For
scoring the protocols two kinds of codes were used: descriptive codes and interpretative codes
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). Descriptive codes entail little interpretation and can be linked to
segments of the text in a straightforward way. Interpretative codes require more interpretation
by the rater. The scoring system itself consisted of three types of categories. The first
category, the constituent skills, was scored in an exclusive and exhaustive way. Also the time
invested in the constituent skills was recorded. The second category consisted of the sub skills
of each constituent skill. The third category entailed regulation activities. Overall, the
variables measured with this coding system are the constituent and sub skills, and regulation
activities of the Information-Problem Solving using Internet Model (IPS-I model) based on
Brand-Gruwel et al., (2005). The sub skills evaluate search results, evaluate information and
evaluate source were enriched for this study with criteria derived from literature on evaluating
websites and information (Barker, 2005; Boekhorst, 2000; Beck, 1997; Ormondroyd, 2004;
Kirk, 1996). Table 4 shows the constituent and sub skills and Table 5 shows the evaluation
criteria of the coding system. Table 4 mentions all sub skills of the entire IPS process, in this
article only the sub skills evaluate search results, evaluate information and evaluate sources
are discussed.

Insert Table 4 and 5 about here

Two raters individually scored 6 of the 46 protocols. Interrater reliability was calculated. The
similarity between the two raters, expressed in Cohen’s Kappa was for all the protocols higher
than .80.

The task performance (answer on the question) of the participants was judged based on
three criteria: 1) Answer contains information of more than one source. Zero points for only
one site, one point for more than one site, 2) Quality of the sources is judged based on the judging criteria in Table 4. Quality can be zero to four points, 3) Suitability of information used was determined by identifying content related elements. Suitability can be zero to four points. Maximum score for task performance is nine.

The post hoc group interviews were also transcribed verbatim. Criteria mentioned by the students were grouped and labelled, based on the criteria used in the coding system (see Table 5). The criteria were grouped in four categories. The first category consisted of criteria mentioned by students, and the second of students’ reactions to criteria mentioned by the researchers. The third category covered students’ reactions to the question if the use of criteria differed between domains and the last category consisted of students’ reactions to the question about the difference in use of criteria during the tasks and the use of criteria while searching in general.

To answer the research questions one-way ANOVAs were performed to determine if there was a difference in the amount of time spent on constituent skills, the frequencies of the used constituent skills, the frequencies of the sub skills evaluate results, evaluate information and evaluate source between the domains (language and culture, geography and physics). One-way ANOVAs were performed on the evaluation criteria, the total product score, the use of more than one site, the quality of sources, and suitability of information used to test if there was a difference between domains. To control for task order, one way ANOVAs on the amount of time spent on constituent skills, the frequencies of the used constituent skills, the frequencies of the sub skills evaluate results, evaluate information and evaluate source were also performed to determine the difference between the first and second task. These were all not significant. All ANOVAs were performed with an $\alpha$ of .05. The ANOVAs are performed to test separate hypotheses, therefore a Bonferroni correction is not necessary (Tutzauer, 2003).
Results

First analyses were performed to determine whether students were comparable in terms of Internet experience. The majority of the participants (82,6%) spent 1-5 hours a day on the Internet. The other 17,4% spent less than 1 hour a day on the Internet. The mean score on the importance and usability of the WWW was 6.3, SD 0.70 and the mean score on the expectations about their own knowledge on the WWW was 5.5, SD 0.80. This means students find the WWW very usable and important to work with and expect that they know enough about the WWW to be able to work with it.

Students’ information problem solving processes

Figure 1 presents the average amount of time (in percentages of total time spent) students spent on searching, scanning, processing and organizing while performing the tasks. The constituent skill “Define information problem” is not included since all students were asked to read the task and write down prior knowledge before starting their search. This prescribed action that can be seen as defining the problem is not scored.

Figure 1 shows that students spent 44 % of the time on searching, 31 % on scanning, 16% on processing and 9 % on organizing information. Table 6 shows the means and standard deviations per constituent skill for all tasks and for tasks per domain.

Two-way ANOVAs with domain and task order as between factors and time as a within factor with four levels, were performed to test if the amount of time spent on each constituent skill differed within subjects and between geographic, physics and language and culture tasks and between the first en second task. Results showed no significant interaction between task order and domain. There was a significant difference within subjects on the amount of time spent on
each constituent skill, $F(3,120)=23.51$, $MSE=10796.50$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.37$. Students spent significantly more time on searching than on scanning, $F(1,40)=5.30$, $MSE=6438.03$, $p=.03$, $\eta^2=.12$. They spent significantly more time on searching than on processing $F(1,40)=26.05$, $MSE=34596.37$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.39$, and organizing $F(1,40)=57.30$, $MSE=52939.53$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.59$. Students also spent significantly more time on scanning than on processing $F(1,40)=10.77$, $MSE=11185.95$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.21$, and organizing $F(1,40)=46.56$, $MSE=22454.59$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.54$. There was no significant difference between the amounts of time spent on the skills process and organize.

The IPS process turned out to be iterative and students switched frequently between the constituent skills. After an initial search, they either selected a site from the hit list, or they adjusted their search term and started another search. This can be seen in Table 7. If participants would follow the cycle search-scan-process-organize-search the frequencies would be equal. Since the frequencies of search and scan are high, it can be assumed that many iterations are made between these processes. Table 7 shows the means and standard deviations of the used constituent skills (frequencies) calculated over all 46 tasks (23 students * 2 tasks) and on the 4 tasks per domain.

Two-way ANOVAs with domain and task order as between factors and frequencies as a within factor with four levels, were performed to test if the use of constituent skills differed within subjects and between domain and task order. Results showed no significant interaction between task order and domain. There was a significant difference within subjects on the use of each constituent skill, $F(3,120)=97.39$, $MSE=1921.38$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.71$. Students searched significantly more than scanned $F(1,40)=19.60$, $MSE=132.07$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.33$, processed $F(1,40)=116.32$, $MSE=5954.78$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.75$, or organized $F(1,40)=135.69$, $MSE=7208.01$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.77$. Students also scanned significantly more than processed $F(1,40)=69.04$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.77$.
MSE=4313.21, \( p=.00, \eta^2=.63 \) or organized F(1,40)=99.81, MSE=5388.70, \( p=.00, \eta^2=.71 \).

Finally, students significantly processed more than they organized F(1,40)=6.32, MSE=59.80, \( p=.02, \eta^2=.14 \).

So, it can be concluded that the process is iterative, especially between the search and scan processes. The fact that so many iterations are made between these processes makes it even more interesting to determine the criteria students use while evaluating. How do students decide to select a certain site or to click it away? This process of evaluating occurs quite often, because of the reasonable number of iterations. In the next section results on students’ evaluating processes are presented.

**Students’ evaluating processes**

To answer the research questions how often students evaluate during the IPS process, what criteria they use, and whether these criteria are domain specific, the protocols were analysed in depth. Table 8 shows the means and standard deviations of the frequencies of the sub skills ‘evaluate search results’ (i.e., evaluate the hit list), ‘evaluate information’ and ‘evaluate source’.

Insert Table 8 about here

It should be noted that only the evaluations that were explicitly mentioned were scored. Students also clicked pages away without telling why. In those cases, it would seem they did evaluate the site, but it is not clear on what grounds. These evaluations are not included in Table 8.

It seems that students hardly evaluate sources and information explicitly (neither during scanning the site nor during processing). Especially, sources are hardly evaluated. Evaluating the hit list to select a site that may give an answer to the problem is done most frequently. Furthermore, standard deviations are large, especially on the skills ‘evaluate search results’
and ‘evaluate information while scanning sites’. Differences between students are large concerning the execution of these skills.

Two-way ANOVAs with domain and task order as between factors and kind of evaluations as a within factor with five levels were performed to test if the frequencies and kind of evaluations (evaluate search results, evaluate information during scan, evaluate information during process, evaluate source during scan, evaluate source during process) differed within subjects and between domain and task order. Results showed no significant interaction between task order and domain. There was a significant difference within subjects on the use of evaluations, $F(4,160)=69.54$, $MSE=726.83$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.64$. Participants significantly more often evaluated search results than information during scanning, $F(1,40)=34.92$, $MSE=1627.21$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.47$ and than source during scanning, $F(1,40)=89.51$, $MSE=4000.79$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.69$. Search results were also significantly evaluated more than the information during processing, $F(1,40)=77.58$, $MSE=3293.60$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.66$, and the source during processing, $F(1,40)=91.89$, $MSE=4139.47$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.70$. Participants significantly more often evaluated information during scanning than the source during scanning, $F(1,40)=65.93$, $MSE=525.02$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.62$, and information during processing, $F(1,40)=35.74$, $MSE=290.75$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.47$ and the source during processing $F(1,40)=65.46$, $MSE=576.00$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.62$. Participants significantly more often evaluated source during scanning than the information during processing, $F(1,40)=13.32$, $MSE=34.36$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.25$, and source during processing, $F(1,40)=6.74$, $MSE=1.18$, $p=.01$, $\eta^2=.14$. Finally, the information during processing was significantly evaluated more than the source during processing $F(1,40)=18.57$, $MSE=48.29$, $p=.00$, $\eta^2=.32$. 
Evaluation criteria

Although students hardly gave expression to their evaluation, it is important to determine which criteria they used when they evaluated results, information and sources. Table 9 shows the criteria as defined in the method section and the frequencies on how often students used these criteria for evaluating results, sources and information.

The students appeared to use only a few of the possible 29 criteria during information problem solving. They mainly evaluated search results or selected sites in the hit list based on title and summary. They read the title and the summary and decided if the information on the site could help them find an answer on the question and then decided to open the site or not. Only a few times was the rank in the hit list or language used as criteria. In total (46 tasks) the results were viewed 949 times and they were explicitly evaluated 217 times, a percentage of 24 %. The following description gives an impression of students’ evaluation behaviour.

A student has just performed a search with Google, and is looking at the results. He points his mouse to the summary, reads it aloud: “French influence on Dutch dialects” and opens this site.

The usability of the information found on a site was often evaluated with the criterion ‘connection to task’. This means that students sought for information that could help answer the question, so the criterion was the content. Sometimes the language (foreign, slang, spelling errors) was a reason for determining if information was usable. Criteria of verifiability were hardly used to evaluate information. On two occurrences a student connected the information to prior knowledge. Reliability of information was checked eight times with the criterion ‘kind of information’. Information was evaluated 117 times out of
780 page views (15%). The following description gives an impression of students’ evaluation behaviour.

*A student is trying to answer a task on French dialects. He opens a page, scans it, and while closing the page, says: “It doesn’t say anything here about the dialects”.*

The source was evaluated on speed and one time on the kind of source. Only 4 times out of 780 page views the source was judged, a percentage of only 0.5%. The following utterances give an impression of students’ evaluation behaviour.

The following description gives an impression of students’ evaluation behaviour.

*The student has opened a page and it is loading. After a minute, only the coloured background has appeared. The student says: “This takes too much time” and closes the page.*

Students also evaluated results, information and sources without mentioning criteria. Utterances like “these are good results”, “this is a nice website”, are examples of these kinds of evaluations. In total there were 316 of these undefined evaluations. Since the focus in this article is on criteria mentioned by students, these undefined evaluations are not included in the rest of the result section. We will come back to them in the discussion.

**Criteria for evaluating: domain specific**

Table 10 presents the means en standard deviations of the used criteria per domain.

Insert Table 10.

Two-way ANOVAs with domain and task order as between factors and used criteria search results as a within factor with four levels, two-way ANOVAs with domain and task order as
between factors and used criteria information as a within factor with six levels and two-way ANOVAs with domain and task order as between factors and used criteria source as a within factor with two levels were performed, to test if the use of criteria differed within subjects and between domain and task order. Results showed no significant interaction between task order and domain. There was a significant difference within subjects on the use of search results criteria, $F(3, 120) = 33.67$, $MSE = 242.88$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .46$.

The search results were significantly judged more on “title/summary” than on “rank in hit list”, $F(1, 40) = 33.04$, $MSE = 967.78$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .45$, “known to user”, $F(1, 40) = 34.39$, $MSE = 966.68$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .46$, and “language” $F(1, 40) = 33.99$, $MSE = 980.02$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .46$.

There was a significant difference within subjects on the use of information criteria, $F(5, 200) = 34.82$, $MSE = 25,87$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .47$.

The information was evaluated significantly more on “connection to task” than on “language” $F(1, 40) = 37.33$, $MSE = 137.03$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .48$, “amount” $F(1, 40) = 41.10$, $MSE = 148.53$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .51$, “information agrees with prior knowledge”, $F(1, 40) = 43.55$, $MSE = 167.79$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .52$, “organization”, $F(1, 40) = 43.45$, $MSE = 171.03$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .52$ and “kind of information”, $F(1, 40) = 45.00$, $MSE = 144.64$, $p = .00$, $\eta^2 = .53$. Information was also evaluated significantly more on “amount” than on “information agrees with prior knowledge”, $F(1, 40) = 6.79$, $MSE = 0.59$, $p = .01$, $\eta^2 = .16$, and “organization”, $F(1, 40) = 5.00$, $MSE = 0.79$, $p = .03$, $\eta^2 = .11$. Information was evaluated significantly more on “language” than on “organization”, $F(1, 40) = 5.25$, $MSE = 1.88$, $p = .03$, $\eta^2 = .12$.

There was no significant difference in the use of criteria to evaluate sources.

**Students’ products**

Evaluating is crucial when selecting information, since the World Wide Web contains so much information that is incorrect, subjective or biased. If one uses information for an essay
or answer to an information problem without questioning the source or considering if the information is correct it is possible that the end product is not optimal. In this section, the quality of the students’ answers to the questions asked in the tasks are analysed and related to used criteria.

To answer the questions about the quality of the solved problems and the relation to the used criteria, students’ answers were analysed. Table 11 shows the means and standard deviations of the total product score and the scores on quality of sources and suitability of the information.

Insert Table 11 about here

The mean scores on all the aspects are low. The maximum possible total product score is 9 and the mean is 4.1. The maximum achieved total score is 7. The maximum (possible and achieved) score on quality of the answer is 4 and the mean is 1.6. Thus, student scores are far from optimal.

A one-way ANOVA shows that the subject area (geography, physics and language and culture) has a significant influence on the total product score, $F(2,45)=5.23$, $\text{MSE}=12.22$, $p=.01$, $\eta=0.20$ and the suitability of information, $F(2,45)=10.23$, $\text{MSE}=9.26$, $p=.00$, $\eta=0.32$. The four physics tasks resulted in significantly higher scores than the task from other domains. Posthoc analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the four physics tasks. One-way ANOVAs on differences between the quality of the sources and the score on the use of more than one source did not yield significant results.

Regression analyses with the number of evaluations of search results, information and sources as predictors and the total product score and suitability of information as dependent variables were not significant. Regression analyses with the used criteria as predictors and total product score and suitability of information as dependent variables were not significant either.
Students’ awareness of evaluation criteria

As shown, students do not use a lot of criteria for evaluating results, information and sources. Is that because they are not aware of these criteria or because they do not feel the need to use or explicitly express them? In this paragraph the result of the group interviews will be discussed.

Table 12 shows the criteria and the number of groups that mentioned these criteria during the group interviews. Only two criteria are mentioned by all eight groups; connection to task and information agrees with more sites. More than half of the groups mentioned criteria like title/summary, language and appearance. Four or fewer groups mentioned criteria like audience, author and goal. Comparing Table 12 to Table 9 (the criteria actually used during the tasks) makes it clear that students mentioned more criteria during the group interviews than they explicitly used during the tasks. None of the students mentioned information agrees with more sites during the tasks but this criterion is mentioned during all interviews. Criteria like audience, author, references and goal are not mentioned while solving the tasks, but are mentioned by some groups. Criteria like topicality, objectivity and primary/secondary are neither used nor mentioned.

The results on students’ use of criteria are nuanced by what the students seem to know about criteria when asked about criteria. They seem to know more criteria than they explicitly use. This difference could be explained by the fact that students do not only use criteria they know (and explicitly mention when evaluating) but are sometimes triggered to use a criterion. When triggered to use a criterion students are not always aware of using the criterion, and do not mention it explicitly, but when asked about the criterion later, they do have knowledge about this criterion. For instance the criterion author is only important if the
When the author is not mentioned, students do not try to find out who the author is and it is not a reason to doubt the information. This could imply that the criterion author is not a criterion that is used systematically by students, but its use is triggered. However, this triggered use, could lead to use of the criterion based on misconceptions. One student said he did not check for the author because the author was not mentioned and he did not know the website. This implies, that he would only check the author if the author was mentioned. In fact, correct use of the criterion would be to doubt a website that does not mention an author. To some students, the author is not important, as long as they understand the information and the information agrees with more sites.

Their view on the use of the criterion *information agrees with more sites* is rigid. If two sites contain the same information, this information is regarded as true. Of course, this way of using the criterion could lead to the use of false or biased information, since some websites copy content of other sites. If the source is not checked by criteria like author, references and goal, the information could agree with more sites, but may still be false or biased. Students do not always realize this, as shown by the following remark: “They made the effort to build a page, why would they put information on it that is not true?”

Furthermore, students were asked if the criteria they did not mention could be important. The criterion *topicality* was an eye-opener for most students. They admitted they hardly looked at the date a page was last updated. They agreed that *topicality* could be important, depending on the information problem. “If you have to find out where New York is located, that will be the same for a couple of years.” The suitability of the other criteria also depended on the task and on the students’ perceptions of teachers’ expectations. As for the criterion *kind of information*, students admitted that they knew that information from a forum or an opinion of somebody is not always reliable, but if they cannot find anything else they will use the information anyway.
All students felt that the basic criteria (connection to task and information agrees with more sites) were important no matter what the domain was. The other criteria depended on the task, and not really on the domain, in their view.

The overall image created by these group interviews was that the students opened websites based on the summary given by the search engine and checked the information on connection to task. The information had to be easily traceable and had to agree with more sites. The author was not really important; the organization behind a site could be a clue for the reliability. But if the organization was not mentioned, that was no reason to discard the information, especially when the information was found on more sites. Dutch sites were preferred and the information should be understandable.

Discussion

The central question of this article is how students solve information problems and what kind of criteria they use when evaluating results, sources and information while searching the WWW for information.

While solving information problems students spent most of their time on searching and scanning and only a small amount of time on processing and organizing information. This finding is in line with results Brand-Gruwel et al. (2005) found. Ph-D-students and freshman also use more time on searching and scanning than on processing. Subjects in their study however, spent a substantial amount of time organizing and presenting the information, but this was due to the fact that they had to deliver an outline for an article.

During the IPS process, students do not very often evaluate results, information and sources. Only 24% of the times that search results are viewed they are evaluated explicitly, information is evaluated in only 15 % of the page views and sources are evaluated only 0.5 %
of the views. When students evaluate the results of a hit list, they mostly use the title and the
given summary. When evaluating information the criterion used most often is if the
information is connected to the task. The criteria students mention, when asked which are
important for evaluating information, are not always the same criteria they mention while
solving the information problems. During the group discussion the criterion if the information
can be found on more sites was mentioned as important. They mentioned more criteria but
also admitted that they did not always use them while searching the Web. The reasons were
time pressure, motivation and convenience.
Furthermore, the students did not mention differences between the domains. All criteria are
applicable in the different domains, although type of task can make criteria less or more
important.

If students do not evaluate search results, information or sources, one may expect a
less optimal product. Results show that students’ task performance was far from optimal, and
that the quality was rather low. However no relation between evaluation behaviour and task
performance could be found. Students who use more criteria do not achieve significantly
higher results. However, this could be due to the fact that although they used more criteria,
they did not always use the more sophisticated criteria or used the criteria in a correct way.

One of the limitations of this study was the time pressure students felt during the
experiment. Some students admitted they did not check information because of the time limit
of 30 minutes. They felt they had to come up with an answer and were glad when they found
information. They said they would pay more attention to the criteria when they had to write an
essay or when they were searching for something they were really interested in. This could
mean they would achieve better results in those cases.
However, there is certainly room for improvement, because there are still criteria they had never thought about and it is important to make them aware of their use of criteria. It is not only important for schoolwork, but in every day life as well. Most striking was the fact that students expected to find an answer on one single website, preferably in the first couple of sentences. They did not bother to combine information or check on things. If the author of the site was not mentioned they did not try to find out who the author was. Students wanted the information served on a silver platter and did not want to do a lot of work themselves.

Another factor that may have influenced the results is the data collection procedure. Thinking aloud is not always easy for students. They discarded sites without explaining why and as mentioned before there were 316 utterances with undefined criteria. This could be an explanation for the difference between the used criteria and the criteria mentioned in de focus groups. Research by van Gog, Paas, Van Merrienboer and Witte (2005) showed that cued retrospective reporting (the original task and a record of eye movements is used as a cue for retrospection) worked better than concurrent and retrospective reporting while trouble shooting with electrical circuits. Participants provided more action information, ‘how’ information and metacognitive information. Perhaps this method could also work for investigating information problem solving processes and the use of criteria. The search could be discussed in retrospect with the students and students could see the eye movement data to remember what they were looking at. Perhaps this would result in a better explanation of why they discarded some sites in only a few seconds.

The results of this study agree with earlier studies in this field. Students have trouble evaluating information and do not have a critical attitude towards information on the WWW. Koot and Hoveijn (2005) also used think aloud sessions and interviews in their study of 11-year olds. Their focus was also on the children’s view on the reliability of information. These young children approached the Web the same way as the high school students in our
study. They also hardly evaluated results, sources and information. They were aware that not all information on the Web is reliable, but seemed to forget this while searching. And just like our students, there was a discrepancy between what they did and what they reported. When asked, they were capable of mentioning rational arguments why information was reliable, but when searching they based their evaluations more on intuition. Lorenzen (2002) interviewed high school students about how they used the World Wide Web to find information for school assignments, how they went about finding information and how they knew if the information they found on the Web was scholarly or factual. Students admitted that they were not really sure how they could distinguish between good and bad information. They tended to trust institutional pages, knew to check spelling, bibliography and web pages author. However, they seemed to forget that the authors name on a site does not mean this person is real or has actually written the information on a site. It is also possible that a site may look like an institutional page, but it is not. A big problem was that students evaluated a site based on how elaborate it looks: “if a web site looks good, appears to be professional, and has a lot of detail on it, many of the students will accept it as a good web site for information. Clearly, this method of evaluation is weak and not really helpful” (Lorenzen, 2002, p. 161). The students in the study by Lorenzen (2002) seemed to approach the web in the same way our students did.

Finally, a poll by a research company (Beljaarts, 2006) also showed that students felt they could trust the Internet and hardly checked their information. The students in our study were not different from students in other age groups or students of their own age.

This attitude (not evaluating information critically) can cause problems in school and everyday life. It is important to make students aware of their evaluation behaviour, the misconceptions they may have and point them to the criteria they can use to evaluate
information. This will help them achieve better results in school. Future research should aim on developing instruction in IPS, focusing on evaluating and selecting. Since IPS is a complex cognitive skill, the students should work on whole tasks, which are authentic and comprehensive. These tasks require from students to perform all the constituent skills that make up the whole complex skill during task performance (van Merrienboer, 1997). And since IPS is important throughout life, instruction should also focus on the transfer of the skill to multiple domains, tasks and situations.
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